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1 Optimering av komplexa transportrutter

Denna rapport formulerar tv̊a modeller för ruttplanering av flera fordon över
flera dagar och möjliggör kostnader för olika riktningar och för olika fordon-
skostnader. Den första modellen är baserad p̊a transformation till minimalkost-
nadsvägar och betraktas som en standardmodell. Den andra modellen kallas
för nativ eftersom den är baserad p̊a problemets egna nätverk och den är därför
fundamentalt annorlunda.

Det primära syftet med denna rapport är att introducera läsaren till den
nativa modellen och de tekniska konsekvenser som följer. Främst visar em-
piriska bevis att det finns problem som vinner mycket beräkningsprestanda om
de modelleras nativt. Det finns ocks̊a ett fall av problem där standardmodellen
tar minst 14 g̊anger längre tid att beräkna. Utöver detta försöker denna rapport
uppskatta hur stor andel av möjliga problem som skulle ha färre variabler när
de modelleras nativt och därför kan förväntas ha bättre beräkningsprestanda.
Denna fraktion verkar vara runt 1

3 av alla problem.

2 Abstract

This report formulates two models for routing multiple vehicles over multiple
days allowing for bi-directional costs and different vehicle costs. The first model
is based on shortest paths transformation and is regarded as a standard model.
The second model is called native since it is based on the problem network and
therefore is fundamentally different.

The main subject of this repot is to introduce the reader to the native
model and the technical implications that follows. Mainly it shows empirical
evidence (not proof) that there are problems that formulated natively manifest
significant- to large gains in computation performance. There is also a problem
instance where the standard model takes at least 14 times longer time to com-
pute. This report also attempts estimating the fraction of the possible problems
that would have less variables when modeled natively and therefore might be
expected to have an advantage in computation time. This fraction appears to
be around 1

3 of all problems.
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3 Notations

Nn, is the total number of nodes in the original road network.
Nr = |R|, is the total number of roads or shortest paths.
Na, is the total number of addresses/customers in the original road network
including the depot.
Nd, is the number of days planned.
Nt, is the number of trucks used.
d = {1, · · · , Nd}, is a set of day numbers.
t = {1, · · · , Nt}, is a set of truck numbers.

For the Native model N = Nn and in the context of the SP model N = Na
R+
j = {(i, j) | node i has an edge into node j, (i, j) ∈ N2 \ 0, (i, j) ≤ N}.

R−j = {(j, i) | node j has an edge into node i, (i, j) ∈ N2 \ 0, (i, j) ≤ N}.
R+ = {R+

j | j ∈ N \ 0, j ≤ N}.
R− = {R−j | j ∈ N \ 0, j ≤ N}.
R = {R+, R−}

rdtij ∈ {0, 1}, is the vehicle flow in the road or shortest path going from
node i to node j on day d for truck t.
rdt, has the elements rdtij where (i, j) ∈ R.
r, has the elements rdt.
ĉdtij , is the cost of the shortest path from node- i to j.

These variables are only used in the Native model. pdta ∈ {0, 1}, is a pick/gather
variable for customer a on day d for truck t.
pdt ∈ {0, 1}Na , has the elements pdta where a = 1, · · ·Na.
p ∈ {0, 1}NdNtNa has the elements pdt.

x =

(
r
p

)
, is the system vector holding the optimization variables.

cdtij , is the cost of the road from node- i to j.

L`, is a set of edges that constitutes cycle number `.
Cc, is a set of connected cycles that constitutes the cluster number c.
αCc

, is a set of adjacent edges of a cluster number c.
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4 Introduction

This M.Sc thesis project is hosted by RenoNorden AB on behalf of their route
planning section. The company deals in logistics specialized towards collection
of waste, i.e., they compete with other companies in the same sub branch for
contracts covering geographical districts in all the Scandinavian countries. The
branch is under heavy competition between actors with very few significant ways
of winning the contracts. The price at which the company can collect the waste
is often the most significant parameter of competition, this naturally boils down
to the need of minimizing the collection costs in order to compete.

The largest costs are man hours and vehicle related costs such as fuel, in-
spections, repairs... All these costs are dependent on the distance the trucks
must drive in order to complete the terms of the contract. The reason is simply
that driving a longer distance takes more fuel, more man hours and wears on
the trucks. This is why route planning and optimization is of such an interest
in the logistics branch in general. Every time something is transported from
a source to a drain a transportation cost and a man hour cost arises, perhaps
it is food or any other article (jobber to store), people (infrastructure), data
(networks), electricity (electric lines) and the list goes on. Almost everything
in a society could and would benefit from being described as a logistics prob-
lem. These systems are called networks since the problem topology comprises
of a distribution of points over a geographical area with different possibilities of
communication in a netlike fashion.

To put the importance of route planning in perspective consider the objec-
tive to minimize a cost for one specific district ran by a large logistics company.
First, the truck has a relatively large cost to run every time unit and there is a
number of trucks that is to be ran multiple times a week. Lastly these contracts
usually span 4 to 5 years so a small decrease in the running cost will produce a
large saving in the end.

Since the vehicle routing problem or V RP is NP hard it is of great interest if
alternative models can perform better in certain situations. Specifically if they
can be well behaved when the model based on shortest paths transformation
is not. This report proposes a complex native VRP model and compares it to
it’s shortest paths counterpart and also proposes a NLIP production model that
predetermines the optimal fleet that is to be planned with the VRP models.
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5 Problem description

It is concluded from the introduction that minimizing the district times is closely
connected to minimizing the cost and that even small reductions in time has a
great impact on the cost thanks to the large constant.

The problem of planning the collection of trash from Na − 1 addresses in
a certain district over Nd days with Nt trucks is a huge task. The district is
defined by a set of Nn nodes with a set R+ = {R+

1 , R
+
2 , · · · , R

+
Nn
} where R+

i is
the set of flow variables going into node i. The set R− has the exact same struc-
ture but holds edges going out from nodes and let R = {R+, R−}. Furthermore
there are volume- and time constraints acting upon each one of the Nt trucks in
the system. The model is also intended to be able to account for different costs
in different directions and for different trucks. This allows for example different
costs for right- and left turns, gradients and manning. Since we want the true
global optimum the model must also allow for overlapping routes meaning that
multiple vehicles must be able to flow through the same roads if need be. When
it comes to defining the model as an ILP additional constraints are needed to
ensure the correct behavior of the optimal solution which increases the system
size even more but more about that in section 8.
At first when modeling the problem it seems to be a good approach to interpret
the collection addresses as source nodes of waste and the dump as the drain
node with the roads as trash flows. The problem with this approach however
is that an optimal solution would just be a route or routes going to the dump,
there will be no route to the trucks themselves that are supposed to carry out
the gathering. At a second glance it seems to be a better idea to interpret
the depot as the source and drain of trucks and simply require that at least fa
trucks passes through each collection address ”a” over the given days. When
minimized for time it should produce minimal cost routes from the depot to the
dump through the collection addresses. The obtained solution is a collection of
routes for the trucks called truck-days and are supposed to be manually dis-
tributed over a given time period, hence there may be solutions where the same
customer is collected twice or more a day but that is not a problem for smaller
instances. The larger the instance the greater the risk that solutions might not
be possible to partition over multiple days which means that additional con-
straints must be added to deal with that problem. This model however is not
including them although they only add one additional constraint group.

6 Shortest Path VRP model

The shortest path VRP model is based on the observation that any network can
be transformed into a full degree network by first computing the shortest paths
between every pair of customer nodes including the depot and then using these
as road variables instead. This concept is well known and has been the focus of
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many scientific reports, one being The Family of V ehicle Routing Problems
(4).

This model below differs from many of the traditional models since it ac-
counts for different vehicle types and multi day planning. Hence the first impli-
cation is that it needs a new index t for the trucks since they can not be described
by the same flow variables as a result of their different costs. Secondly the model
is supposed to be able to modulate the customers set over multiple truck-days
which means that the network equations must allow for zero in- and outflows
for all customers since it is unknown which truck-day is going to serve them.

The model can now be defined as

Let rdtij ∈ {0, 1} be the flow of truck t on the shortest path between nodes
i and j on day d.

Let ĉdtij ∈ <+ be the cost to traverse the shortest path between nodes i and j
for truck t on day d.

Let Tdtij ∈ <+ be the time it takes to traverse the shortest path between
nodes i and j for truck t on day d. Note that Tdtij is not necessarily the mini-
mal time.

ftot =

Nt∑
t=1

Nd∑
d=1

∑
(i,j)∈R

ĉdtijrdtij (1)

1) Network equations, Ardt = 0, d = {1, . . . , Nd} t = {1, . . . , Nt}

2) Degree restriction,
∑

(i,j)∈R+
j

rdtij ≤ 1, d = {1, · · · , Nd} t = {1, · · · , Nt} j =

{1, · · · , Na − 1}

3) Truck volume capacity,
∑

(i,j)∈R+\R+
0

rdtij ≤ Vmax

V̄vessel
, d = {1, . . . , Nd} t =

{1, . . . , Nt}

4) Work shift,
∑

(i,j)∈R
Tdtijrdtij ≤ Tmax, d = {1, . . . , Nd} t = {1, . . . , Nt}
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5) Collection frequency,
Nd∑
d=1

Nt∑
t=1

∑
(i,a)∈R+

a

rdtia = fa, a = {1, . . . , Na − 1}

6) Depot visitation, 1
|R+\R+

0 |

∑
(i,j)∈R+\R+

0

rdti0 ≤
∑

(i,0)∈R+
0

rdti0, d = {1, · · · , Nd} t =

{1, · · · , Nt}

7) Cuts,
∑

(i,j)∈L`

rdtij ≤ |L`| − 1, for all possible sub-cycles, see section 8.2.

Where the equations 1) are the most fundamental set of constraints in a
vehicle flow model and A is the bidirected adjacency matrix which describes the
network by simple balance equations stating that the difference between inflow
and outflow equals a specific constant. It is given by

Ak` =


1, if k = j

−1, if k = i

0, otherwise

(2)

where k is the node number, ` = 1, · · · , |R| and (i, j) ∈ R in order to get both
edge directions.

Since the shortest paths can represent routes that visits the same nodes
more than once without forming connected sub-cycles in the shortest paths
representation it can therefore have the degree restriction on each node described
by 2). Constraint set 3) describes the capacity of the trucks where Vmax is the
maximum volume a truck can hold in storage and V̄vessel is the expected volume
of the full vessel.

Set 4) enforces that the truck drivers does not exceed an eight hours working
shift where Tmax typically is eight hours. Since the trucks start out and drains
from the system at the depot they must be forced to visit the collecting addresses
to guarantee that the minimal cost routes visits all addresses required. This is
simply done with the constraint set 5) that makes sure that the customers are
visited the required number of times (fa) within the given planning horizon.
Constraints 6) makes sure that the depot is start- and end node for the truck
if the route is non-empty. The exponential number of cuts of constraints set
7) deals with all possible sub-cycles that may be feasible. More about that in
section 8.2.
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6.1 Computing shortest paths

By computing the shortest paths it is possible to construct a maximal degree
representation of the native network. This computation is not NP hard since
there is a recursive algorithm that solves the problem in guaranteed polynomial
time proposed by Floyd−Warshall (3). The main principle is that the shortest
paths from all nodes to all nodes are computed for two, four, eight and so on
maximum number of nodes in one path. If there is no possible route to any
node in any step of the computation this value is set to infinity. The reason
why it also is a provable optimality is the fact that at each iteration all possible
paths are considered but a large set of those can be excluded from explicit con-
sideration since each iteration is optimal with respect to the maximum number
of nodes allowed in a path.

”Let M be a matrix where Mij = cij | i 6= j, Mij = 0 | i = j and Mij =∞
if there is no direct connection between nodes i and j. Define the operation
M2 = M ⊕M to have the following effect on the elements in M2:

M2
k` = min {Mk`, Mkj +Mj`} (3)

. Where M2 holds shortest paths with a maximum of 3 nodes and M4 =
M2 ⊕M2 holds up to 5 nodes and so on. This means that for a total of Na
nodes the algorithm must perform this operation dlog2 (Na+1)e times to include
the longest possible route.” Floyd−Warshall (3)

Figure 1: Example network

Consider the example network of figure 1 and the following matrix
0 1 ∞ 3 6
1 0 5 2 2
∞ 5 0 4 1
3 2 4 0 ∞
6 2 1 ∞ 0

 (4)
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. This matrix holds the initial shortest paths that consist of two nodes or less
and note that they are trivially optimal. The rows and columns represent start-
respectively destination nodes and the elements are the path costs. The upper
left element is the path cost from node 1 to node 1. The next step is to compute
the shortest paths with three as the maximum number of nodes allowed in one
path which results in 

0 1 6 3 3
1 0 3 2 2
6 3 0 4 1
3 2 4 0 4
3 2 1 4 0

 (5)

. Computing one more iteration gives us the final shortest paths solution which
cannot be improved since the last iteration considered paths that are longer
than the total number of nodes in the example network.

0 1 4 3 3
1 0 3 2 2
4 3 0 4 1
3 2 4 0 4
3 2 1 4 0

 (6)

and with this information the maximal degree network representation of the
native network in figure 1 is

Figure 2: Maximal degree network representation of the native example network.
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7 Native VRP model

The main difference between this model and the model based on shortest paths
transformation is that the problem- and model networks are identical. This
means that if there are many customers compared to the total number of nodes
in a given problem network this model may reduce the total number of variables.
However, if few nodes are to be visited it can and will produce more variables
than necessary.

Since there are no shortest paths flows a truck must be able to pass by a
customer node without collecting the vessel, hence

Let pdta ∈ {0, 1} be the decision variable wether truck t collects the vessel
at address a on day d

and repurpose the other variables from section 6 to simply define flows in the
problem network roads instead of shortest paths.

Then we have the objective function

ftot =

Nt∑
t=1

Nd∑
d=1

∑
(i,j)∈R

cdtijrdtij (7)

and the constraints

1) Network equations, Ardt = 0, d = {1, . . . , Nd} t = {1, . . . , Nt}

2) Truck volume capacity,
Na−1∑
a=1

pdta ≤ Vmax

V̄vessel
, d = {1, . . . , Nd} t = {1, . . . , Nt}

3) Work shift,
∑

(i,j)∈R
Tdtijrdtij ≤ Tmax, d = {1, . . . , Nd} t = {1, . . . , Nt}

4) Collection frequency,
Nd∑
d=1

Nt∑
t=1

pdta = fa, a = {1, . . . , Na − 1}

5) Visit before collecting, pdta ≤
∑

(i,a)∈R+
a

rdtia, a = {1, . . . , Na − 1} d =

{1, . . . , Nd} t = {1, . . . , Nt}
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6) Depot visitation 1
Na−1

Na∑
a=1

pdta ≤
∑

(i,0)∈R+
0

rdti0, d = {1, · · · , Nd} t =

{1, · · · , Nt}, where address 0 is the depot.

7)
∑

(i,j)∈L`

rdtij ≤ |L`|−1+
∑

(i,j)∈αCc

rdtij , L` ∈ Cc, for all possible clusters, see section 8.3.

The constraints 2), 4) and 6) have changed to accommodate the new col-
lecting variables pdta, but the constraints enforces the exact same requirements.
There are only two significant differences.

First difference is that the truck must be forced to physically visit a given
location in order to collect the vessel. This is enforced by 5) which means that
if any of the roads going into customer ”a” is travelled, then the vessel may be
collected, otherwise it is not possible. Second difference is the way the cuts 7)
are performed, which will be described in more detail in section 8.3.

It is now time to discuss a very important detail in this model that guarantees
all variables to be less or equal to one in an optimal solution. By applying an
implicit binary restriction on the pdta’s in any solution method it will also force
rdtij ’s to be binary as well. The only reason for rdtij to be non-zero is to allow
pdta = 1 in order to satisfy the collection requirement 4). Put in short, each
rdtij used has a cost and there is simply no reason in an optimal solution to pay
twice as much or more since it will not allow for a more efficient solution of 4).
Solutions where rdtij > 1 are still feasible but are no problem since they will
never be optimal.

The condition of starting and ending a route at the depot is taken care of
with the conditional constraint 6) where this requirement is present when one
or more pdta variables equals one. Note that

0 ≤ 1

Na

Na∑
a=1

pdta ≤ 1 (8)

holds. So if the case is zero, then the roads into the depot may all be zero
otherwise their sum must be one. There is no need for a similar equation for
the roads out from the depot since the underlying network equations enforces
the node balance. Then there are the activation conditions 7) which are meant
to activate certain groups of connected cycles. They are exponential in number
and there is a complete analysis about them in section 8.3.
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8 Solution Routines

When applying an integer solver to any of the models without any added cuts
one will notice that the solution will most likely contain sub-cycles which renders
the solution infeasible. The goal is to achieve a solution that contains one cycle
which is feasible in application. This problem is solved by either enumerating
all possible cycles and adding appropriate constraints to the model or solving it
in an iterative manner or even adding polynomial cardinality constraints which
prohibits sub-cycles altogether but introduces new integer variables that are
not binary. The first option is impractical for even very small instances and
will likely introduce constraints for cycles that most probably is not going to
show up during iterations anyways. Hence the preferred method is to iterate
an integer solver and constructing constraints as cycles appear in intermediate
solutions. This method is widely known and common in scientific literature, to
read more about exact approaches to the VRP see:
Models, relaxations and exact approaches for the capacitated vehicle routing
problem (5) and Classical Exact Algorithms for the Capacitated V ehicle
Routing Problem (6).

This simple notion is described by the following using the IPsolver and my
own loopHunter cycle analyzer which returns the cycles if there are more than
one in the solution.

Algorithm 1 Solution Routine

1: procedure Iterator(A,b) . A is the augmented system matrix.
2: cycles← 1
3: while cycles 6= empty do
4: x̂← IPsolver(A,b)
5: cycles← loopHunter(x̂)
6: Acycle ← constraints(cycles)

7: A←
(

A
Acycle

)
8: b←

(
b

bcycle

)
9: return x̂

Where Acycle holds constraints for each sub-cycle in the previous solution
and bcycle holds the lengths of the cycles subtracted by one. Also note that 1
remembers the history of cycles and here is why. Let k be the current iteration
number in 1 then

Ax̂(k) = b, k = 1, 2, . . . (9)

13



, 
A

(1)
cycle
...

A
(k)
cycle

 x̂(k+1) ≤


b

(1)
cycle
...

b
(k)
cycle

 (10)

and therefore

f(x̂(1)) ≤ f(x̂(2)) ≤ · · · ≤ f(x̂(k)) ≤ f(x̂(k+1)) (11)

holds simply by the notion that f(x̂(1)) is the global minimum of the problem
polyhedron with no cuts added. By cutting off parts of that polyhedra which
always contain x̂k−1 can never produce cheaper solutions since all points was
previously proven to be as good or worse. Remember that all extremes of the
polyhedra are candidates for optimal points and by cutting off extremes we
only uncover even worse points that are interior points in terms of the original
problem. Since equation (10) guarantees that previously occurred sub cycles can

not occur again we also know that all A
(j)
cycle constrains unique sub cycles which

also means that removing an arbitrary A
(j)
cycle from the total matrix will allow for

x̂(j−1). This counterexample shows by equation (11) that A
(j)
cycle, j = 1, 2, . . . , k

must be a part of the total matrix in order to guarantee that new solutions
are found. This does however not mean that we can’t remove equations from
different iterations since constraining a certain sub cycle may make the existence
of some other cycle more expensive which means that the optimal solution can
be found anyways.

8.1 Identifying cycles and clusters

The generalized method used to identify sub cycles and clusters is strongly in-
fluenced by the fact that while walking the solution it is impossible to guarantee
that one sub cycle can be identified at a time. Since the cycles can be connected
in the solution of the Native model a walk cannot locally determine which edge
it should take in order to arrive at the starting node. Lets explain some of the
terminology that is going to be used. A hubNode is a node where two or more
sub cycles are connected and they are found by determining which nodes are
visited twice or more in the optimal solution. The Walk procedure is a function
that walks from a given startNode which always is going to be a hubNode until
it reaches another hubNode. The hubNodes A,B and C are always referring
to the reference-, first occurring- and second occurring hub nodes. By knowing
the hub nodes it is possible to identify all sub cycles by using them as reference
points since it is at the hub nodes the walk can go to another sub cycle.
The following function simply traverses an edge of a given node to arrive at a
destination node and then repeats until it lands on a hub node and returns the
identity of that node and the route taken.

14



Algorithm 2 Solution walker

1: procedure Walk(startNode, otherEdge) .
2: route← empty
3: node← startNode
4: i← 1
5: while node 6∈ hubNodes or i = 1 do
6: route[i]← edge starting at node . Choose edge number otherEdge
7: node← destination of that edge
8: i← i+ 1

9: return route, node

The following function utilizes the walk function and considers a maximum
of two hub nodes. If a third hub node is encountered the function will choose
another edge from node B until A or B is found once again.

15



Algorithm 3 Cycle Identifier

procedure loopHunter(x̂) .
2: Loops← empty

hubNodes← nodes visited twice or more
4: edges← edges where x̂ = 1

while hubNodes 6= empty do
6: A← hubNodes[1]

while A ∈ hubNodes and hubNodes 6= empty do
8: (routeAB,B)←WALK(A)

if B = A then
10: Loops{next empty index} ← routeAB

edges← edges \ routeAB
12: else

(routeBC,C)←WALK(B)
14: if C = A then

Loops{next empty index} ← routeAB ∪ routeBC
16: edges← edges \ routeAB ∪ routeBC

else if C = B then
18: Loops{next empty index} ← routeBC

edges← edges \ routeBC
20: else

otherEdge← 2
22: while C 6= A and C 6= B do

(routeBC,C)←WALK(B, otherEdge)
24: otherEdge← otherEdge+ 1

if C = A then
26: Loops{next empty index} ← routeAB ∪ routeBC

edges← edges \ routeAB ∪ routeBC
28: else

Loops{next empty index} ← routeBC
30: edges← edges \ routeBC

hubNodes← nodes visited twice or more
32: while edges 6= empty do

A← start node of any edge in edges
34: (routeA,A)←WALK(A)

Loops{next empty index} ← routeA
36: edges← edges \ routeA

return Loops

After the two first whiles terminates there are only disjoint cycles left in
edges which guarantees that application of walk will always return completely
identified cycles. This fact is used in the last while loop to identify the remain-
ing cycles.
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To identify any present clusters (connected sub-cycles) in the solution the
function Cluster initializes a Clusters cell array and inserts vectors holding
indices of sub cycles in Loops that are connected by a hub node. This creates a
list of vectors representing partial clusters since these might also be connected in
different ways. To determine the complete clusters each hub cycle is considered
and the cycle indices are put into the same vector if both have a common hub
cycle. The index in Clusters where it is placed is determined by the first j that
satisfies hubCycles[i] ∈ Clusters{j}.

Algorithm 4 Cluster identifier

procedure Cluster(Loops) . Determines Clusters the cycles may form.
2: Clusters← empty

for i = 1, 2, · · · , |hubNodes| do
4: partial← {j | hubNodes[i] ∈ Loops{j}, j = 1, 2, · · · , |Loops|}

Clusters{i} ← partial

6: hubCycles← indices of cycles that occur more than once in Clusters
for i = 1, 2, · · · , |hubCycles| do

8: firstT ime← 1
for j = 1, 2, · · · , |Clusters| do

10: if hubCycles[i] ∈ Clusters{j} then
if firstT ime = 1 then

12: place← j
firstT ime← 0

14: else
Clusters{place} ← Clusters{place} ∪ Clusters{j}

16: Clusters← Clusters \ Clusters{j}
return Clusters

8.2 SP cycle cuts

The cycle cuts are legal for the SP model since shortest paths will never need to
form clusters in the SP network in order to form clusters in the native network.
Hence, at each iteration in the solution routine 1 it can cut off all cycles that
may appear. ∑

(i,j)∈L`

rdtij ≤ |L`| − 1, L` ∈ L (12)

Where the cycle set

L = {L` | L` ∩R+
0 = Ø, ` = 1, · · · , |L|} (13)

is obtained by calling the cycle identifier 3 which will skip the first two while
loops since there will be no hubNodes in an SP solution and it will identify all
it’s cycles in the last while loop.
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Note that constraints will only be created for cycles that share no edges with
the depot since they might be optimal in the end.

8.3 Native activation cuts

The solution routine 1 is used for both models but the way the constraints are
defined needs to be different between them. To understand how that is consider
figure 3 which is a solution of one truck over one day. First notice that both

Figure 3: Two consecutive solutions plotted in the native network produced by
the solution routine 1. The red dot is representing the depot and the green dots
are the customers.

solutions are feasible since the balance- and collection frequency equations are
satisfied also note that there is no node degree constraints in the native prob-
lem. The Native model can not constrain any sub cycle since it might possibly
constrain the optimal solution since there is no way of telling which cycles the
solution will consist of. Consider the case in figure 3 and let iteration k be the
optimal solution. If iteration k− 1 constrained all sub cycles or in fact any pre-
vious iteration the optimal solution would be cut off since the sub cycles 1↔ 4,
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7 ↔ 10 and 10 ↔ 8 are all needed in the optimal solution. The conclusion is
that the native model needs another type of cut.

It is required that this cut prohibits a solution like iteration k−1 but allows
for the optimal solution k. Lets start by noting that iteration k is an example of
an optimal cluster since it is solitary. Sub cycles are only allowed when they are
a part of a solitary cluster which means that in order for a sub cycle to exist it
must be directly connected to another sub cycle! This means that at least one
road connected to the cycle must be traversed in order for that cycle to exist.

Figure 4: The adjacent edges of cluster 7 ↔ 10 ↔ 8 from figure 3 are marked
red and the edges belonging to the cluster are blue.

Consider figure 4. Now the question is how this principle can be applied to
a cluster. It is obvious that in order for the cluster 7↔ 10↔ 8 to exist must at
least one adjacent edge be be traversed. Should edge r74 for example activate
10 ↔ 8? It is not directly connected but remember figure 3 that the optimal
solution in iteration k includes no directly adjacent edges to cycle 10↔ 8 which
means that this counter example shows that all adjacent edges to a cluster must
be able to activate any of the sub cycles in that cluster.

The equations used to model this principle should for the sake of simplicity
be regarded as activation conditions for the clusters that they represent. By
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inputting x̂ into the cycle identifier 3 we obtain a set

L = {L` | L` ∩R+
0 = Ø, ` = 1, · · · , |L|} (14)

where cycle L` is a set that holds all index pairs (i, j) for the edges rij that cycle
number ` consists of. Then inputting L into the cluster identifier 4 we obtain a
collection

C = {Cc | Cc ⊆ L, c = 1, · · · , |C|} (15)

of clusters. The set αCc
is holding all adjacent edges going into cluster Cc

which for example are marked red in figure 4. Then there are two possible sets
of equations that can be constructed.

∑
L`∈Cc

∑
(i,j)∈L`

rij ≤
∑
L`∈Cc

|L`| − 1 +
∑

(i,j)∈αCc

rij , c = 1, · · · , |C| (16)

or ∑
(i,j)∈L`

rij ≤ |L`| − 1 +
∑

(i,j)∈αCc

rij , L` ∈ Cc, c = 1, . . . , |C| (17)

. Both equations works in application but there is a difference that makes
equations (17) dominate equation (16) in performance. Since equation (16)
considers the cluster as a whole it actually allows solutions that simply drops
one sub cycle to make all other cycles active which is counterproductive to the
attempted principle. Equations (17) does not suffer from this problem since
all sub cycles are isolated from each other, the only way a cycle can be active
is if

∑
rij∈α

rij ≥ 1, i.e., the cluster is visited through one of its adjacent roads.

This can in theory create solutions which goes from a large cluster to a set of
smaller clusters which seems counterproductive, this however seems not to pose
any significant problem in application. Also note that no cuts will be made for
clusters that contain a cycle that shares edges with the depot since that cluster
might be optimal in the end.

9 Matrix constructions and problem sizes

There are several vectors and matrices that need to be constructed in order to
apply a a solution method to the models. Lets start with the SP model.

9.1 Shortest paths

Let

rdt be a vector that holds all shortest path variables for truck t during day d
(18)

ĉdt be a vector that holds all costs of the shortest paths for truck t during day d
(19)
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which gives the system vector

x =


r11

r12

...
rNdNt

 (20)

. Now we want to construct matrices according to the general LP-relaxeation.
The network balance equations will have the form

A 0 · · · 0

0 A
. . . 0

...
. . .

. . . 0
0 · · · 0 A




r11

r12

...
rNdNt

 =


0
0
...
0

 (21)

or
Anx = 0 (22)

for a shorter notation. The requirement for a route to start and end at the depot
will yield one additional equation for each truck day. Construct the depot vector
which is always the same for a complete network

d =

(
−|R+ \R+

0 |eR+
0

eR+

)
(23)

where the sets denote the number of elements in the vectors which gives
dT 0 · · · 0

0 dT
. . . 0

...
. . .

. . . 0
0 · · · 0 dT




r11

r12

...
rNdNt

 ≤


0
0
...
0

 (24)

which has the following shorter notation

Ddepotx ≤ 0 (25)

.
Let D hold equations for flows into all customers and let its elements be

described by

Dk` =

{
1, if k = j

0, otherwise
(26)

where k is the node number, ` = 1, · · · , |R| and (i, j) ∈ R. Then the degree
restriction can be described as

D 0 · · · 0

0 D
. . . 0

...
. . .

. . . 0
0 · · · 0 D




r11

r12

...
rNdNt

 ≤
1

...
1

 (27)
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and in a shorter notation
Ddegx ≤ 1 (28)

. The volume constraints can in a similar way be described by
eT 0 · · · 0

0 eT
. . .

...
...

. . .
. . . 0

0 · · · 0 eT




r11

r12

...
rNdNt

 ≤


Vmax
¯Vvessel

...
Vmax

¯Vvessel

 (29)

or for short

Ex ≤ Vmax

Vvessel
(30)

.
The work shift constraints will have the form

TT
11 0 · · · 0

0 TT
12

. . .
...

...
. . .

. . . 0
0 · · · 0 TT

NdNt




r11

r12

...
rNdNt

 ≤
Tmax...
Tmax

 (31)

or
Tx ≤ Tmax (32)

. The collection frequency can also be described in terms of matrix D which
gives

(
D D · · · D

)


r11

r12

...
rNdNt

 =


f1

f2

...
fNa

 (33)

with the short notation
Fx = f (34)

. The exponential number of cycle cuts does not have a nice vector notation
and is represented by

Acutx ≤ bcut (35)

.
All this together will then describe the following LP-relaxation of the shortest

paths model

Minimize
ĉTx (36)

Subject to:
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(
An
F

)
x =

(
0
f

)
(37)


Ddeg

Ddepot

E
T
Acut

x ≤


1
0

Vmax

Vvessel

Tmax

bcut

 (38)

x ≥ 0 (39)

.
This is a very sparse linear system which is shown by counting the number

of non-zero indices of the constraints before adding the cycle cuts 7) since they
will only make the system even sparser. Taking the sum of the non-zero indices
from constraints 1) through 6) from section 6 we get

2NdNtNa(Na − 1) +NdNt(Na − 1)2 +
1

2
NdNt(Na − 1)2 +NdNtNa(Na − 1)

+(Na−1)2 +
1

2
NdNtNa(Na−1) =

7

2
NdNtNa(Na−1)+(

3

2
NdNt+1)(Na−1)2

(40)

Dividing this by the number of equations and dimensions one obtains

(Na − 1)( 3
2NdNt + 1) + 7

2NdNtNa

NdNtNa(2Na + 1) +Na(Na − 1)
(41)

which is an underestimation of the system sparsity since this evaluation does
not include the augmented matrix which adds far more zero entries.

9.2 Native

rdt be a vector that holds all road variables for truck t during day d and

(42)

pdt be a vector that holds all pick variables for truck t during day d
(43)
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hence the system vector will consequently be

x =



r11

r12

...
rNdNt

p11

p12

...
pNdNt


. (44)

The objective function can be formulated as

f(x) =
(
cT11 cT12 · · · cTNdNt

0 · · · 0
)



r11

r12

...
rNdNt

p11

p12

...
pNdNt


(45)

or equivalently

f(x) =
(
c 0

)(r
p

)
(46)

. Since all network equations have the same matrix A will the resulting vector-
ization be


A 0 · · · 0 0 · · · · · · 0

0 A
. . .

...
...

. . .
...

...
. . .

. . . 0
...

. . .
...

0 · · · 0 A 0 · · · · · · 0





r11

r12

...
rNdNt

p11

p12

...
pNdNt


=


0
0
...
0

 (47)

or (
An 0

)(r
p

)
= 0 (48)

for a shorter notation. The volume constraints can in a similar way be described
by
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0 · · · · · · 0 eT 0 · · · 0
...

. . .
... 0 eT

. . .
...

...
. . .

...
...

. . .
. . . 0

0 · · · · · · 0 0 · · · 0 eT





r11

r12

...
rNdNt

p11

p12

...
pNdNt


≤


Vmax

¯Vvessel

...
Vmax

¯Vvessel

 (49)

or for short (
0 E

)(r
p

)
≤ Vmax

Vvessel
(50)

.
The work shift constraints will have the form


TT

11 0 · · · 0 0 · · · · · · 0

0 TT
12

. . .
...

...
. . .

...
...

. . .
. . . 0

...
. . .

...
0 · · · 0 TT

NdNt
0 · · · · · · 0





r11

r12

...
rNdNt

p11

p12

...
pNdNt


≤

Tmax...
Tmax

 (51)

or (
T 0

)(r
p

)
≤ Tmax (52)

. The collection frequency constraints simply sums the p-vectors since the con-
straint equations are sums over all trucks and days for each customer. This
gives

(
0 · · · 0 I · · · I

)



r11

r12

...
rNdNt

p11

p12

...
pNdNt


=

 f1

...
fNa

 (53)

or more compactly (
0 Ifreq

)(r
p

)
= f (54)
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. The visitation constraints are given by


−D 0 · · · 0 I 0 · · · 0

0 −D
. . . 0 0 I

. . . 0
...

. . .
. . . 0

...
. . .

. . . 0
0 · · · 0 −D 0 · · · 0 I





r11

r12

...
rNdNt

p11

p12

...
pNdNt


≤


0
0
...
0

 (55)

or in short (
Dvisit Ivisit

)(r
p

)
≤ 0 (56)

. Let dT0 be the first row vector in D which is the inflow into the depot, then
the depot visitation constraint has the following form


−NadT0 0 · · · 0 eT 0 · · · 0

0 −NadT0
. . . 0 0 eT

. . . 0
...

. . .
. . . 0

...
. . .

. . . 0
0 · · · 0 −NadT0 0 · · · 0 eT





r11

r12

...
rNdNt

p11

p12

...
pNdNt


≤


0
0
...
0



(57)
and the short notation is (

D0 E
)(r

p

)
≤ 0 (58)

.
The exponential number of Native activation cuts does not have a nice vector

notation, hence they are represented by

(
Acut 0

) (r
p

)
≤ bcut(59).

It is now possible to get an overview of the program by describing it in its
general LP-relaxation

Minimize (
c 0

)(r
p

)
(60)

Subject to:
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(
An 0
0 Ifreq

)(
r
p

)
=

(
0
f

)
(61)


D0 E
0 E
T 0

Dvisit Ivisit
Acut 0


(

r
p

)
≤


0

Vmax

Vvessel

Tmax

0
bcut

 (62)

(
r
p

)
≥ 0 (63)

. This linear system is very sparse and by counting the number of non-zero
entries

2NdNtNr +NdNtNr +NaNdNt +NdNtNa +NdNt(
Nr
2

+ 1)

= 2NdNtNr+4NdNtNa+2NdNtNr+NdNt(
Nr
2

+1) = NdNt(2Na+
9Nr

2
+1)

(64)

and dividing them by the number of rows and variables the following expression
for sparsity is obtained

2Na + 9Nr

2

(Nr +Na)(NdNt(Nn +Na + 1) +Na)
(65)

.

9.3 Differences in dimensionality

The major reason for considering an alternate model of a problem is to find
out if it can perform better in general or in certain situations. One way to
think about the process of obtaining the exact integral solution is to imagine
the polyhedron described by the model as a maze of exponential size and the
algorithm as a set of instructions given to you before entering. If the maze is
smaller, i.e., has fewer possible routes/variables there is a greater chance for the
directions to lead you out since it increases the chance of the layout to be less
complex. If the maze is larger it has more freedom for complexity and poses
a greater risk of you being lost forever. Of course the complexity of the maze
is not only dependent on the size since it suffices to have a certain pattern or
layout to render the instructions false or extremely inefficient.

Hence one major part of performance in any field of computational math-
ematics is the number of variables needed in a model. From this perspective
there is an shallow analysis that can easily be performed based on the difference
in variables in the native- and shortest paths models.
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Consider all possible networks with Nr edges, hence including both direc-
tions. Nn is the number of nodes and Na addresses/customers including the
depot. Then it is known that the limits on these variables are

1 ≤ Na ≤ Nn (66)

2(Nn − 1) ≤ Nr ≤ Nn(Nn − 1) (67)

2 ≤ Nn (68)

. Restriction (66) explains that any number of nodes in a network can have a
visitation requirement. Restriction (67) recognizes that the minimum number
of edges must form a chain of nodes and that the maximum number of edges
is given when a network is complete. Finally restriction (68) explains that the
minimal network has 2 nodes and the maximal network size is arbitrary.

These restrictions are then describing a closed region which encloses a set of
tuples each describing a unique problem

DNn = {(Na, Nr) | 1 ≤ Na ≤ Nn, 2(Nn − 1) ≤ Nr ≤ Nn(Nn − 1)} (69)

and this region is partitioned into two sub sets. This partition is determined
by the difference in number of variables between the two models. The native
model has Nr +Na− 1 variables and the shortest paths model has Na(Na− 1),
hence there is a curve

Nr = (Na − 1)2 (70)

where both models have the same number of variables. The native model have
less variables if

Nr < (Na − 1)2 (71)

holds which gives a set

Dnat
Nn

= {(Na, Nr) ∈ DNn | Nr < (Na − 1)2} (72)

. We know that
|DNn | = Nn(Nn − 1)(Nn − 2)

(73)

since the shape of the region is rectangular, it is also the total amount of different
problems that can be created with Nn nodes not considering different sets of
costs. To determine |Dnat

Nn
| we realize that (Na − 1)2 − 1 = Na(Na − 2) is the

height of each column under the curve and that the line 2(Nn − 1) cuts that
curve at Na = 1 +

√
2Nn − 1. This region is represented by figure 5.
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Na

N
r

Na(Na − 2) →

1 +
√
2Nn − 1
↓

↑
Nn

↑
1

2(Nn − 1) →

Nn(Nn − 1) →

Figure 5: The blue rectangle contains all possible problems and the dominance
region for the Native model is on and below the red curve.

The exact expression for |Dnat
Nn
| is more complicated than necessary for this

context since 1+
√

2Nn − 1 is not always integral and is therefore approximated
with

|Dnat
Nn
| ≈

∫ Nn

1+
√

2Nn−1

Na(Na−2)−2(Nn−1)dNa =
[1

3
N3
a−N2

a−2(Nn−1)Na

]Nn

1+
√

2Nn−1

(74)

which is a good approximation for this purpouse. So, the fraction of problems
where the native model has less variables is given by

|Dnat
Nn
|

|DNn |
≈

[
1
3N

3
a −N2

a − 2(Nn − 1)Na

]Nn

1+
√

2Nn−1

Nn(Nn − 1)(Nn − 2)
(75)

. By dividing all terms by N3
n will give all terms but the cubic term a negative

power of Nn which gives

lim
Nn→∞

|Dnat
Nn
|

|DNn |
=

1
3

1
=

1

3
(76)

which means that a third of all possible problems that can be constructed will
have less variables if modeled natively. This is however not the dominant factor
for the performance which will be seen in the results section.
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10 Estimating the fleet

In order to apply any of these VRP models in a company there are several
things that need to be addressed. First and foremost a general description of
the business process is needed.

For RenoNorden as any other company in the trash collecting business is
competing for contracts that comprises of large sets of addresses over usually
large areas. The process of winning a contract is comprised of delivering an offer
in written form outlining the intended process of operations and its cost. This
is then graded according to certain rules and the contract goes to the company
with the maximum score. To excel in this process there are two steps that will
benefit greatly from an accurate route planning namely when constructing the
offer and improvement of already won contracts. Since the contracts are of a
large size one would not want to let a model decide the number of truck days
needed since it will increase the number of variables by a large amount no mat-
ter if it’s solved by a heuristic nor any exact method.

There are multiple kinds of trucks available to the commercial market that
all have different capacities of volume and possibilities of manning. Hence the
company is faced by the problem of gauging the fleet needed that can run the
contract in a stable way. There is also a question of manning permutations since
it is known that having two persons operating one truck will speed up the gath-
ering of vessels which means that such a truck will have a higher production.

With this insight it is then understood that there is a sub problem of route
planning. This problem is also an optimization problem since it is clear that
increasing manning will increase production but will also increase the running
cost so the question becomes what the minimal cost fleet is that will run the
contract smoothly.

10.1 Production modulation model

Lets start by describing the preconditions of the problem and the definitions of
variables. There are three types of manning considered namely

x1, is the number of rural biaxial trucks with one operator and (77)

x2, is the number of triaxial trucks with one operator and (78)

x3, is the number of triaxial trucks with two operators. (79)

Then let c1, c2 and c3 be the total estimated costs of the trucks and their man-
ning, which comprises of salaries, fuel, maintenance, education, other equip-
ment, general payroll tax, other taxes, mortgage of vehicles, e.t.c.. There are
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also several known parameters associated with the contract which is crucial to
include in the model which are

NL, which is the total number of large vessels collected during one day and
(80)

NS , which is the total number of small vessels collected during one day and
(81)

k, which is the percentage of all vessels located in the city and
(82)

e, which is the work efficiency constant.
(83)

Lastly there are production rates associated with each manning type which are
known by measurement. Let aLi

and aSi
be the production rates of large-

respectively small vessels for i ∈ {1, 2} operators for triaxial trucks and let ar
be the rural production rate. The reason why there must be different rates
for different sizes is simply the fact that it takes significantly longer time to
move large vessels which impact is even greater considering trucks with two
operators. If averaged out it would result in a variance that is large meaning
that the accuracy of the prediction will suffer in comparison. The rates are pure
in the sense that one truck can for example only collect aLi

large vessels an hour
and not aSi small vessels at the same time.

We can now formulate the overproduction equations as follows

g1(x2, x3) =
8eNS

NS +NL
(aS1

x2 + aS2
x3)− kNS (84)

g2(x2, x3) =
8eNL

NS +NL
(aL1

x2 + aL2
x3)− kNL (85)

g3(x1) = 8earx1 − (1− k)(NL +NS) (86)

which are the overproductions in small-, large and rural vessels. The equations
are defined according to the following logic. There is a standard of 8 work hours
a day and the estimated time the fleet spends on collecting a vessel type is es-
timated to be the fraction of the number of that type out of the total number,
hence the leftmost constant is the number of hours the fleet spends on collecting
that certain type. This is then multiplied by the fleet total production rate and
subtracted by the number of small vessels in urban areas which gives the total
overproduction. The reason why there are no triaxial trucks in the rural equa-
tion is simply the fact that they are too big to operate in that setting and the
reason there are no biaxial trucks in urban equations is because their smaller
size will mean that they have to empty their contents more often which means
that their production rate goes down by a significant amount.

Since overproduction in one type of vessel means that there is spare time that
could be spent on something else it is appropriate to also allow for g1(x2, x3) < 0
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and g2(x2, x3) < 0 since the other if positive may balance out the lacking produc-
tion. The same is not true for g3(x1) as mentioned earlier since it is extremely
difficult to operate triaxial trucks in rural regions, hence g3(x1) ≥ 0. Since the
production rate of biaxial trucks are expected to go down a lot in urban regions
it is motivated to bound x1 to satisfy the rural production requirements which
means that

x̂1 =

⌈
(1− k)(NS +NL)

8ear

⌉
(87)

always holds, but it will probably result in extra time which can be spent in the
city.

It should now be clear that the intention of all this is to sum overproductions
and require the sum to be positive. However this formulation has its weaknesses
which ultimately will justify a non-linear integer model. To understand why,
first consider the following linear model

min c2x2 + c3x3

subject to
(NSaS1

+NLaL1
)

NL+NS
x2 +

(NSaS2
+NLaL2

)

NL+NS
x3 ≥ 1

8e (NL +NS)− arx̂1

x2, x3 ∈ N
Note that g3(x̂1) is included in the equation which means that any overproduc-
tion in the rural regions may be spent in the city. However, this formulation
has two weaknesses which makes it inappropriate. First problem is that the
total work day is not necessarily conserved since an overproduction of y small
vessels is allowed to make up for y large vessels, i.e., there is a problem with
non-consistent units. This will ”create” time since large vessels require more
time to collect. The second problem is that it assumes that any kind of fleet will
have the exact same partitioning of its workday between the vessel sizes which
is simply not true. The reason is that different fleets will have significantly dif-
ferent compositions of production rates.

To improve the model we consider times spent on the vessel types instead where

kNS
aS1

x2 + aS2
x3

(88)

is the total time it takes the triaxial trucks to collect all small vessels in the
city. Extending this logic to the other vessel types will then give
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8e ≥ kNS
aS1x2 + aS2x3

+
kNL

aL1x2 + aL2x3
− g3(x̂1)

ar
(89)

. This inequality has none of the previously mentioned problems since the fleet
itself will determine the partitioning of the workday and all terms have the
same unit, i.e., time in hours. This equation has a more familiar form which is
a quadratic function, hence it should be extended to get

(8e+
g3(x̂1)

ar
)(aS1

x2+aS2
x3)(aL1

x2+aL2
x3) ≥ kNS(aL1

x2+aL2
x3)+kNL(aS1

x2+aS2
x3)

(90)
which after rearrangement gives

1

k
(8e+

g3(x̂1)

ar
)[aS1

aL1
x2

2+(aS1
aL2

+aS2
aL1

)x2x3+aS2
aL2

x2
3] ≥ (NSaL1

+NLaS1
)x2+(NSaL2

+NLaS2
)x3

(91)
. Let

x =

(
x2

x3

)
, c =

(
c2
c3

)
(92)

,

H =

(
aS1

aL1

1
2 (aS1

aL2
+ aS2

aL1
)

1
2 (aS1aL2 + aS2aL1) aS2aL2

)
(93)

and

h =

(
NSaL1 +NLaS1

NSaL2 +NLaS2

)
(94)

then equation (91) can be written as

− 1

k
(8e+

g3(x̂1)

ar
)xTHx + hTx ≤ 0 (95)

. We can now formulate the NLIP as follows

Minimize cTx

subject to − 1
k (8e+ g3(x̂1)

ar
)xTHx + hTx ≤ 0

x ∈ N2 \ 0

Now, for such a small model of two integer variables it is justified and even
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makes the most sense to apply naive enumeration to obtain its solution since
implementation time introduces a development cost. The enumeration list

L = {x | x ∈ N2 \ 0} (96)

is infinitely long but it can be truncated to a list L∗ since increasing the size
of a feasible fleet will never yield an optimal solution, hence xmax2 is obtained
when x3 = 0 and conversely xmax3 when x2 = 0. Inserting this into equation
(91) gives

−1

k
(8e+

g3(x̂1)

ar
)aS1

aL1
x2

2 + (NSaL1
+NLaS1

)x2 ≤ 0 (97)

respectively

−1

k
(8e+

g3(x̂1)

ar
)aS2aL2x

2
3 + (NSaL2 +NLaS2)x3 ≤ 0 (98)

which results in

xmax2 =

⌈
(NSaL1 +NLaS1)

1
k (8e+ g3(x̂1)

ar
)aS1aL1

⌉
(99)

and

xmax3 =

⌈
(NSaL2

+NLaS2
)

1
k (8e+ g3(x̂1)

ar
)aS2

aL2

⌉
(100)

. Hence the list
L∗ = {x | x ∈ N2 \ 0, x ≤ xmax} (101)

contains the global optimum x̂ . Since the number of variables are constant in
this model w.r.t. the problem sizes NL and NS results in a quadratic complexity
where the length of the enumeration list L∗is given by

|L∗| = xmax2 xmax3 =

⌈
(NSaL1 +NLaS1)

1
k (8e+ g3(x̂1)

ar
)aS1aL1

⌉⌈
(NSaL2 +NLaS2)

1
k (8e+ g3(x̂1)

ar
)aS2aL2

⌉
(102)

. This was then implemented in Microsoft Excel and it is worth noting that for
even the largest contracts this length would probably never exceed 1000. In fact,
when inserting real values of a large contract will give a length of approximately
400. The way this model is used in application is to find the five best fleets and
the respective remaining times that gives an idea about how sensitive the fleets
are to variance. If a given fleet has a larger remaining time it is considered to
be less sensitive. The fleets would then be tested and ”planned” with an VRP
model that in commercial application is solved with the ALNS heuristic (2)
which needs to run for about 48 hours to produce satisfying results. This is why
this model is a time saver in real applicative circumstances.
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11 Numerical Results of VRP Models

When solving a given problem with the two models they show different char-
acteristics, i.e., needing different amounts of iterations, branching and compu-
tation time. What is clear under testing is that it is not possible to draw any
strong decisive conclusions but weaker ones may be drawn. This is because
there are many known cuts that behave differently for different problems which
makes it time consuming to carry out thorough tests. Through testing it be-
comes clear that the native model can solve most problems that SP can and that
the regions described in section 9.3 is a coarse approximation of the domination
regions. Most of this testing consists of trying out different costs and locations
of the depot in one network and is not presented in this report, but the pre-
sented results are also part of this testing. For example the native model might
have a slight or moderate dimensional advantage but still be outperformed by
SP and vice versa. Hence the interest is not to try replace SP but exploring the
possibility to compute results with the native model that SP would struggle to
-or not produce any results.

The rig used for testing was a Apple MacBook Pro with 2.0 GHz processor
running Matlab R2016a. The branch and cut function intlinprog was set to
use Advanced cuts which all applies before any branching takes place in the
computation. The purpose of the cuts is to attempt chiseling out the integer
polyhedron better, i.e., cutting off as many fractional points as possible to ex-
pose the integer points to the surface.

The problems tested all have the same network, customers and frequencies.
There are also two sets of costs. The customers and their frequencies is given
by table 1 and the truck capacities

Vmax =

⌈ Na∑
a=1

fa

NdNt

⌉
(103)

. Hence there is always a feasible solution and the problem becomes how the
customers should be partitioned between the truck-days in order to achieve
minimal cost combination of routes.

Table 1: Customers and frequencies

Customer number 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 13

Frequency 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 2

In all tables the number of iterations refers to the number of iterations of
the solution routine 1 and the branch nodes refer to the total number of times
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Table 2: Costs set 1 with depot location 1, the figures 6 through 31 shows how
the iteration results looks in the graph.

Branch nodes Total Time [s] Iterations Variables

Native 13801 5 10 134

SP 32550 13 16 264

(superposed over all iterations) the solver has to branch before finding the so-
lution. Table 2 shows results that are expected when both models behave well,
hence it is strongly suspected that the performance gain for using a native for-
mulation is caused by the relative reduction in variables. Another contributing
factor may possibly be the fact that the cuts in equation (17) are stronger in
this case since the native formulation needs six iterations less. Table 3 gives an

Table 3: Results of the figure 32 with costs set 2 and depot location 1.

Branch nodes Total Time [s] Iterations Variables

Native 120 3 6 134

SP 352149 132 37 264

example where SP is weakly exponential. The reason being the fact that the
number of iterations increased by a lot means that the intermediate solutions
are exponentially degenerate, i.e., the same cycles that previously have been cut
off are still feasible in the sense that they can be formed with other variables. In
the context of SP the shortest paths can produce many different combinations
of paths that can create the exact same cycle which if unlucky will manifest this
behavior. A property that is shared between both models which will make this
behavior even worse is that each edge has one variable for each direction. Since
the model is supposed to be able to have different costs related to the direc-
tions this is not a modeling error. However, this introduces same cost clockwise
and anti-clockwise cycles which then worsens the degeneracy. Hence both mod-
els should perform much better if all edge directions did not have the same costs.

As one might have noticed these example problems have degenerate solutions
and since the models describe different polyhedrons they are likely to return
different solutions with the same objective value as shown in figures 21 and 31.

To show that the models can handle more than two truck-days and that the
Native model can be superior in such a case the following problem described
by table 4 was modeled and solved. The results are shown in table 5. As can
be seen, the SP model does not terminate within the standard limits of the
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Table 4: Customers and frequencies, identical to table 1
except node 7 is collected 3 times.

Customer number 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 13

Frequency 1 1 2 1 2 3 1 2 1 1 2

algorithm since it gives up the search prematurely with the cost 154, hence the
results are simply lower bounds of what it would take to complete the com-
putation. Luckily the same algorithm was able to complete the computation
when the problem was modeled natively and the optimal cost was 170 which
shows that the SP computation probably would take a lot longer time than the
presented bounds. Finding example problems that gives results like this is not
difficult since it usually suffices that the problem has a rather large value of Na

Nn

which generalizes to a rather large difference in number of variables between the
models.

Table 5: Results of the figure 33 with costs set 2 and depot location 1.

Branch nodes Total Time [s] Iterations Variables

Native 591251 337 16 268

SP > 12152591 > 4733 > 4 528

12 Conclusions

In conclusion there were examples of problems where the Native- was more ef-
ficient than the SP based model. It was understood that degeneracy during
iterations in shortest paths could emerge when there was no degeneracy in the
native model which lead to a great performance difference in favor of the latter.
In other results it was understood that the dimensional advantage could give
an upper hand in performance for the native model since both models were
deemed well behaved in that instance. It was also shown that these results
could be repeated for a larger problem of planning 4 truck-days in which case
SP model was not able to deliver a result since it timed out standard settings
of the maximum number of branch nodes in just one iteration of the solution
routine 1. Since the results agrees quite well with the presented expectation in
the dimensional differences section 9.3 the conclusion is that empirical evidence
(not proof) was obtained that supports this sentiment.

The models were both degenerate in the optimal solutions for the given prob-
lems since they presented different solutions with the same objective value. It
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is easy to understand how that degeneracy arrises since all truck-days had the
same costs sets to simplify the experimentation and presentation, meaning that
there are more cycles with the same costs than necessary. Hence the presented
results should be regarded as an approximation of the lower end of their com-
putational performance as a result of the degenerate intermediate solutions in
the solution routine 1. Since both models suffer from this type of degeneracy it
is not explaining why the SP model suffered from degeneracy in shortest paths
when the native model did not suffer from degeneracy in the roads. The con-
clusion is therefore that one of the models can be well behaved for the same
problem when the other model is behaving bad.

13 Plots

Figure 6: Shortest Path model, iteration 1. Depot at node 1.
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Figure 7: Shortest Path model, iteration 2. Depot at node 1.

Figure 8: Shortest Path model, iteration 3. Depot at node 1.
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Figure 9: Shortest Path model, iteration 4. Depot at node 1.

Figure 10: Shortest Path model, iteration 5. Depot at node 1.
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Figure 11: Shortest Path model, iteration 6. Depot at node 1.

Figure 12: Shortest Path model, iteration 7. Depot at node 1.
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Figure 13: Shortest Path model, iteration 8. Depot at node 1.

Figure 14: Shortest Path model, iteration 9. Depot at node 1.
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Figure 15: Shortest Path model, iteration 10. Depot at node 1.

Figure 16: Shortest Path model, iteration 11. Depot at node 1.
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Figure 17: Shortest Path model, iteration 12. Depot at node 1.

Figure 18: Shortest Path model, iteration 13. Depot at node 1.
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Figure 19: Shortest Path model, iteration 14. Depot at node 1.

Figure 20: Shortest Path model, iteration 15. Depot at node 1.
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Figure 21: Shortest Path model, iteration 16 (OPTIMAL SOLUTION). Depot
at node 1.

Figure 22: Native model, iteration 1. Depot at node 1.
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Figure 23: Native model, iteration 2. Depot at node 1.

Figure 24: Native model, iteration 3. Depot at node 1.
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Figure 25: Native model, iteration 4. Depot at node 1.

Figure 26: Native model, iteration 5. Depot at node 1.
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Figure 27: Native model, iteration 6. Depot at node 1.

Figure 28: Native model, iteration 7. Depot at node 1.
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Figure 29: Native model, iteration 8. Depot at node 1.

Figure 30: Native model, iteration 9. Depot at node 1.
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Figure 31: Native model, iteration 10 (OPTIMAL SOLUTION). Depot at node
1.

Figure 32: Optimal solution of both the SP- and Native model with costs set 2.
Depot location is at node 1.
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Figure 33: Optimal solution of the Native based 4 truck-day plan with cost set
2. Depot is located at node 1.
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